The naturalist resolves the psychological complicated equations into their elements, and endeavours to establish the laws of psychological treatment "without allowing himself to be influenced and led astray by the last metaphysical questions, just as the natural philosopher studies the laws of motion without troubling himself about the metaphysics of force. We employ here the physiologico-anatomical language, as it arises from the structure and function of the psychical organ.
With this natural instrument, however, it is much easier to resolve the equations of Nature, and to make them intelligible.
For us naturalists there is no doubt that man is the highest summit of the animal kingdom, and not merely in a purely anatomical sense, but also in a physiological and in a further physiological?namely, a psychological sense.
We have no doubt that man in his psychological relations does not merely reach this summit in a partial development, but that all the psychological elements of the animal kingdom are present in man, and occupy, qualitatively and quantitatively, the highest grade of development. Hence we come to the manifold mixtures of character, as they denote races, breeds, members of certain epochs and of social relationships; and again, within these great groups, also special groups. Who does not recognise in the peacock spreading his feathers, and in the winding serpent, in the lion and the fox, in the bee and the farmhorse, in the bull and the tiger, the types of human characteristics, as if they were exercises of nature for human types ?
Science however knows, on the other hand, with what wonderful consequences, even into their minutest forms, the general idea of genus, species, and individual corresponds to the construction of the animal body. Even from single teeth, and often from the smallest bones, the zoologist distinguishes the genus and the species in prehistoric animals, and not only their external form, but also their food, their mode of life, and the, climate and the nature of the soil from the foundation of time. He is able also, however, from these single elements to pronounce upon the character of the animal?whether it was a hammer or an anvil in creation, a robber or a gatherer, bloodthirsty or gentle?whether it preserved its existence by superior force in attack or in defence, or by stratagem, rapidity, or invisibility.
With what extraordinary singleness of purpose nature preserves the whole in the part is shown by those two cells which represent the existence and the peculiarity of the individual. The whole historical work of development represented in the individual and all the work of the individual are given back in the seed-thread, spermatozoon (Samenfaden) . It 
